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About This Game

Breaking Wheel is a platformer that takes our wheely protagonist to various interactive 3D environments combining an
oldschool sidescrolling vibe with a next-gen approach to level design!

Having been overrun by the evil Grumanian Empire, it is up to one sole Wheel to bring the fight to the enemy, end the
occupation of Wheelworld, and most importantly: recover the stolen coffee!

Our wheely protagonist is energized by everyone’s favorite caffeinated beverage and gets faster and jumps higher with every
cup of coffee he retrieves. He may not have any hands, but that does not stop him from using bombs, swords, guns and even

bazookas to fight off those pesky grunts, golems and bosses that oppose him on his quest to recover gold and coffee!

50 uniquely designed interactive levels
Unlockable Minigame-Levels

Unlockable and highly customizable skins for your wheel
EPIC BOSS FIGHTS

30 Achievements truly worth their name
40+ Custom Music tracks
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Title: Breaking Wheel
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Insane Mind Games
Publisher:
Insane Mind Games
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-Bit Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2 GHz Dual-Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 5770, Nvidia GTX 650 or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,German,Korean,Norwegian,Russian
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Really digging this game. I'm much more into RPGs than side scrollers, but grabbed this one, and for the price, I was actually
really surprised. The 3D environments are engaging, the puzzles are challenging, and I had no idea there'd be something of a
story there (a small one) and a decent amount of humor as well. I was honestly surprised to find the game this much fun and
with a professional presentation (once you get past the intro, and outside of the text presentation, it really presents itself well). I
half expected one of those games made with one of those "GameMaker Studio (tm)" games (like Hotline Miami). Naaaaa! Not
this one. :). good game for the thare fist game built. Beautiful graphics, wonderfully artistic backgrounds, and a neat soundtrack
but the mechanics of the game grew tiresome very quickly. The design of most of the levels was well done, but some of the end
boss fights just became utterly ridiculous.
And the number of traps in certain levels was also superfluous to the point of becoming tedious and monotonous. It could use
some work to keep things interesting and challenging but at this point it loses its fun. If the game is ever updated to fix what I
think is wrong I may change my recommendation.. Really digging this game. I'm much more into RPGs than side scrollers, but
grabbed this one, and for the price, I was actually really surprised. The 3D environments are engaging, the puzzles are
challenging, and I had no idea there'd be something of a story there (a small one) and a decent amount of humor as well. I was
honestly surprised to find the game this much fun and with a professional presentation (once you get past the intro, and outside
of the text presentation, it really presents itself well). I half expected one of those games made with one of those "GameMaker
Studio (tm)" games (like Hotline Miami). Naaaaa! Not this one. :). it's a great platformer. you don't find this type of game often.
it starts of super easy bt gets hard quickly. but I keep having lots of fun. I hope Insane Mind Games keeps make lots of great
games.. Devs gave me over 200 hours on skyrim and fallout
i gave them $5
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Devs gave me over 200 hours on skyrim and fallout
i gave them $5. Although I only have about 68 minutes in the game, due to an update an hour after I finally got the game
installed, and my slow as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665internet. I have enjoyed what little I have played. The music
is fantastic, the art style is very charming, but the best part of this game is the level design. It takes a 2d side scrolling
platformer, an overused at best genre, and turns it into a 3d platformer, this deviation sets it apart from other games very nicely.
This, alongside the good looking backrounds makes me recommend this game to any buyers, especially at its low price.. Really
wish there was a neutral option for these reviews.

I bought the game during early access as I really liked the 3D platformer, the artwork and the way it moved and initially there
was no timer that I saw in the early access trailers. I didn't get to play it due to being too busy etc. Finally got to play it the other
day.... really looking forward to it, started the tutorial level....and suddenly found it's now a timed race through everything, and
after repeatedly dying on the first spring box with the spikes on the left of it....and then after getting past that, to find that any
slip off the path drops you all the way back to the very start again, just meant that I gave up in anger and frustration.

Unable to refund as owned too long, so got the last couple of trading cards, uninstalled and given up with this.. Really wish there
was a neutral option for these reviews.

I bought the game during early access as I really liked the 3D platformer, the artwork and the way it moved and initially there
was no timer that I saw in the early access trailers. I didn't get to play it due to being too busy etc. Finally got to play it the other
day.... really looking forward to it, started the tutorial level....and suddenly found it's now a timed race through everything, and
after repeatedly dying on the first spring box with the spikes on the left of it....and then after getting past that, to find that any
slip off the path drops you all the way back to the very start again, just meant that I gave up in anger and frustration.

Unable to refund as owned too long, so got the last couple of trading cards, uninstalled and given up with this.. Although I only
have about 68 minutes in the game, due to an update an hour after I finally got the game installed, and my slow
as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665internet. I have enjoyed what little I have played. The music is fantastic, the art style
is very charming, but the best part of this game is the level design. It takes a 2d side scrolling platformer, an overused at best
genre, and turns it into a 3d platformer, this deviation sets it apart from other games very nicely. This, alongside the good
looking backrounds makes me recommend this game to any buyers, especially at its low price.. good game for the thare fist
game built. it's a great platformer. you don't find this type of game often. it starts of super easy bt gets hard quickly. but I keep
having lots of fun. I hope Insane Mind Games keeps make lots of great games.. Beautiful graphics, wonderfully artistic
backgrounds, and a neat soundtrack but the mechanics of the game grew tiresome very quickly. The design of most of the levels
was well done, but some of the end boss fights just became utterly ridiculous.
And the number of traps in certain levels was also superfluous to the point of becoming tedious and monotonous. It could use
some work to keep things interesting and challenging but at this point it loses its fun. If the game is ever updated to fix what I
think is wrong I may change my recommendation.. Just aweful. Clunky controls, terrible optimization and it just looks like an
asset flip.
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